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ABSTRACT
ADSL(Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) transmission
technology meets internet access requirement quite well and
offers telephone companies a technology for connecting virtually all internet users at megabit rates.The ANSI (American National Standara Institute) proposes discrete multitone (DMT) modulation with DFT (discrete Fourier tranasform) bases [l] as the carriers for the ADSL system. Recently, discrete wavelet multitone modulation has been studied with non-blind and blind equalization schemes [2,3,4].
In the present paper, we propose an entirely different approach which combines the multitone modulation and optimal orthonormal subband coding.
1. INTRODUCTION

Multicarrier modulation (MCM) schemes have been attracting a lot of attention lately. Theoretically, MCM with infinite number of subchannels is known to be optimum. In
practice, by assigning different number of bits with different
bit energy, depending on the channel frequency response, to
different subchannels, near-optimum performance can be
achieved at a reasonable computational cost with a finite
number of subchannels [5].
MCM possesses several attractive properties. In MCM,
the modulated signal can be processed in the receiver without the enhancement of the noise because of the orthogonality of the subchannel receivers. Also, as a consequence
of its longer symbol time, MCM provides superior immunity to impulsive noise and fast fades compared to single
carrier system.
Discrete multitone (DMT) modulation is a discrete-time
version of the conventional MCM scheme. The ANSI proposed DMT modulation with DFT bases as the carriers.
Since FFT (fast Fourier transform) is an efficient algorithm
for computing the DFT, computational complexity of modulator and demodulator in the DFT based DMT is low. On
the other hand, wavelet based DMT scheme is computationally more complex.
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In this paper, we take an entirely different approach to
the problem. We use suffix of zeros instead of cyclic prefix
as is the case in the DFT based DMT, and apply certain
preprocessing to the received signal. The objective of the
preprocessing is to remove the channel effect. However, the
noise at the output of the preprocessor becomes correlated.
The problem then is t o design an optimum demodulator.
We formulate the design of the demodulator so as to achieve
minimum average symbol error probability for a given average bit rate. We show that the desired demodulator is
the orthonormal subband coder.
2. PROPOSED SCHEME

In the DMT with cyclic prefix, the modulator output
block of length M is extended cyclically to a length of
it4 + v - 1 where v is the effective channel impulse response length. For such case, DFT bases are the natural choice1. Instead of adding a cyclic prefix, we append the modulator output block with Y - 1 zero valued
T
samples. That is, if x k = [zi,25,. . . , z & - ~ ] is the leth
block of the modulator output, the transmit block becomes
[z!, zt, . . . ,
0, . . . , 0IT where the superscript T denotes vector transpose. When this transmitted block goes
through the channel, the channel impulse response is convolved .with each block to give non-overlapping blocks of
M + v - 1 samples. Let us denote the channel impulse reT
sponse as c = [CO,cl, . . . , c,-1]
. Then, the received block
can be expressed as

ZX-~,

yk

= cxk +nk

(1)

T .

where nk = [ n t ,n f , . . . , nh+v-l]is a zero h e a n white
Gaussian noise vector of power spectral density
Watts/Hz
and

%

'It can be shown that the DFT bases are optimum in the sense
that the average symbol error probability, at the output of the demodulator, is minimum for a given average bit rate.
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as the mirror image of those of the demodulator). Though
the signal part in xk is in undistorted form, the noise samples are now correlated with each other. Since the demodulator bases are orthonormal, the demodulator output will
be

irk = X k + vk

-

where X k is the vector of symbols (at the input of the modulator) in k t h block and vk = [U! u t , . . , U&-,] is a vector
represents the noise compoof noise components. Here
nent in ith subchannel. We want to design the orthonormal demodulator bases such that the average symbol error
probability
E,",,' Pi, where P; denotes the symbol error
probability a t the output of it" subchannel, is minimized for
a given average transmitted bit rate, keeping the symbol error probability same in all the subchannels. To derive such
bases, we proceed as follows.
}

At the receiver, symbol recovery is done in two steps. First
is the pre-processor. In the pre-processor, we estimate the
transmitted block. Since the transmitted blocks remain
non-overlapping after convolution with the channel impulse
response, all the M + v - 1 samples of each block can be
used to estimate the corresponding transmitted block independent of the other blocks. In this subsection, we'derive the maximum likelihood estimate of the transmitted
block. It will be seen that the estimate will have two partsthe undistorted transmitted block and a noise vector whose
components are in general correlated even though the noise
introduced by the channel is uncorrelated. After the transmitted block is estimated, demodulation is done using a set
of orthonormal demosulator bases. In subsection 2 . 2 , we derive optimum demodulator bases to minimize the average
probability of symbol error keeping probability of symbol
error same in each subchannel.

2.1 Preprocessor
In the preprocessor, we estimate the corresponding demodulator output block from the received block. We want
the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate xk of x k for given
y k . That is, we seek

(5)
3

&

Let us assume for simplicity that we transmit same average energy in each subchannel and we use PAM (pulse
amplitude modulation) symbols in each subchannel. Then,
the symbol error probability in ith subchannel is given by

for 2b1 >> 1 where bj is the number of bits transmitted
in ith subchannel,. E,,- is average
energy in each
- symbol
subchannel, and U: is the variance of U;. To maintain the
same symbol error probability in all the subchannels, we
need

dKu

dKu
(7)

kk = argmax{p{yklxk}}
Xk

for 0 5 i , j 5 M - 1. Minimization of the average symbol
error probability subject to the condition (7) is equivalent

= a r g m t x { p { n k = y k - cx'}}
X

-

{ (- [Iyk

arg max exp
Xk

-NOCXkl12

11

to minimizing

(n,,, 2
M-1

26. 2)'
'U;

=

22"M

(ni=o

M--luf)'

(3)

where 6 =
b i . Thus, for a given average transmitted
bit rate, the demodulator bases should be chosen so as to

Thus, the ML estimate x k is the least squares solution of
y k = C x k . If C# = ( C T C ) - l CT denotes the pseudo
inverse of C, then

minimize
t~:)
. This requirement is same as the
requirement for optimality of a subband coder for a given
input, which is the noise wk in the present case.

= arg m,,
X

xk

= C#yk

{ l(yk- C X ~ ( ( ~ }

=

Xk

+ C#nk

C X k

+ Wk

(4)

where wk = C # n k . So the maximum likelihood estimate
of the modulator output block can be obtained by transforming the received block by C # .

(HE;'

'

First, let us consider the demodulator filter length N to
be restricted to M . Then, the optimum subband coder is
KLT (Karhunen - Loeve Transform), i.e., the demodulator
filters'are mirror images of the eigenvectors of the noise
correlation matrix

2.2 Demodulator
We demodulate the estimated transmit block using an
orthonormal demodulator bases (with the modulator bases

(8)
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Suppose, the singular value decomposition(SVD) of C is

C = A

[

BT,where

r

= diag(yg,yl;..,YM-l).

[ I

Then the SVD of C# is C # = B I’-l!O

AT giving the

columns of B as the eigenvectors of C # C # = . Thus, the
optimum demodulator is equivalent to transformation by
the matrix BT, and the corresponding modulator is the
transformation by the matrix B. The demodulated symbol
vector is given by

kk= BTXk = r-lATyk = X + r-lATnk

’

(9)
where AI is the ( M v - 1) x M matrix composed of the
first M columns of A . This suggests a computationally
more efficient implementation of the demodulator as shown
in Figure 1.

+

out here that the demodulator of Fig. 1 is similar to that of
DFT based DMT system. However, the proposed scheme
requires computation of SVD of C to obtain A I , I‘ and B .

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

To see how the proposed method performs in comparison
to the DMT with cyclic prefix, we considered two different
channels of impulse response lengths, 14 and 5 and an SNR
of 30 dB. In the DMT with cyclic prefix, we used PAM
constellations for the real bases and rectangular &AM constellations for the complex bases. In the proposed method,
we used PAM constellations for all the subchannels. Ir,.
both the schemes, we used non-uniform bit-loading across
the subchannels with 6 = 64.
Table 1. Average bit error probability in the DMT with
cyclic prefix and in the proposed scheme ( M = 16 and
b = 64) with exact channel knowledge

Xk

Yk

Table 2. Average bit error probability in the DMT with
cyclic prefix-and in the proposed scheme ( M = 16 and
b = 64) with estimated channel
Figure 1: Demodulator structure
Now, KLT decorrelates the noise blockwise. Since the
demodulator does not cause any inter-block interference,
noise components in the demodulated symbols are uncorrelated across the blocks as well. That is,

E

{U!

uj”

} = aTa ( i - j ) 6 ( k - m)

(10)

for i,j = 0, l , . . . , M - 1 and k , m = . . . , - 2,-1,0,
1 , 2 , . . . Thus the KLT satisfies the decorrelation property which is a necessary condition for optimality of a subband coder. Since E { $vi”} = 0 for k # m and for
i = 0 , 1 , . ’ .,M - 1 , the noise component of the demodulator output in each subchannel is white with variance
varying from subchannel to subchannel in general. The
whiteness of the noise in each subchannel is sufficient for
ensuring the majorization condition to be satisfied. Thus,
the KLT demodulator satisfies the decorrelation and niajorization conditions implying that the demodulator is the
optimum orthonormal subband coder for the underlying
correlated noise [e]. Note that t,he demodulator filters can
be determined from the channel response. We may point

Table 1 gives the average bit error probability when perfect knowledge of the channel is assumed. The results show
thak the proposed scheme yields lower bit error probability, more significantly for channel-1. This is because, with
Y = 14 and M = 16, (1) forms an over determined set
of equations and this helps in reducing the effects of noise
perturbations.
Table 2 gives the average bit error probability when
channel impulse resonse is not known exactly but is estimated by transmiting a stream of training samples in the
presence of noise keeping the SNR at 30 dB. We transmitted 500 samples and used Weiner formulation to estimate
the channel impulse response. The simulation results show
that the proposed scheme continues to perform better than
the DMT with cyclic prefix even with inaccurate estimate
of the channel.
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